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49 Audrey Avenue: From Vacant to Vibrant
Few projects so completely encapsulate the work that we do in this downtown quite like the
successful renovation of 49 Audrey Avenue.
The renovation of this early twentieth century building helped further our mission in the
downtown on several fronts. Beyond the more obvious accomplishment of improving a longneglected deteriorating building and restoring its original historic character, the renovation
also brought back much needed residential space to the downtown. We were also able to
secure a much sought after coffee shop to fill the vacant first floor commercial space.
Until 2014 the mixed-use building had sat vacant on the main thoroughfare of downtown
Oyster Bay for years. At that time, the new owner reached out to OBMSA and through our
Design Technical Assistance programs, we were able to secure a grant through the John E.
Streb Fund for New York to pay for the services of a historic architect to put together
historically appropriate designs. At the owner’s request, we also recommended the services of
local historic architect, John Collins, whom they hired to complete the designs and oversee
the renovation.
While designs were being finalized, OBMSA learned that Mark Boccard, the owner of
Huntington-based Southdown Coffee, was considering opening a second location. As part of
our Economic Vitality Technical Assistance programs, we spoke with Boccard about available
spaces and after learning of his interest in 49 Audrey Avenue, we were able to provide him
with an introduction to the new owner.
(Continued on p. 7)
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Oyster Bay Main Street Association is Ready to Tackle 2018!
OBMSA Board Retreat
At the start of our 2018 fiscal year, the Board of Directors met for a retreat to clarify the association's goals and focus the
organization's efforts. Through a series of exercises over the course of the retreat, the board reviewed the effectiveness of
the organization's existing mission, structure, and programming in addressing the current issues facing the downtown of
Oyster Bay.
Major outcomes from the retreat include the outline of a three to five year plan for the organization along with a new,
straightforward mission statement:

Mission Statement
The Oyster Bay Main Street Association is a non-profit organization dedicated to
creating a healthy economy in an attractive hamlet, while maintaining the
downtown’s historic integrity. We engage the public and private sectors to
revitalize the heart of Oyster Bay through responsible preservation, beautification,
community events, educational outreach, and business development.

Fundraising
In moving forward with our plans for the organization our most important resource continues to be the dedicated residents,
business owners and building owners who make up our membership. We organized two major fundraising initiatives in
2017, and, thanks to the generous response from our community, we were able to exceed our initial budget numbers, which
will help us continue to expand our initiatives and programming.

Flower Basket Campaign
This past Spring, the Oyster Bay Main Street Association kicked off our first
annual Flower Basket Campaign to support the costs of our seasonal decorations
in the downtown (More on this initiative on p.5).
Starting with a generous donation from the Oyster Bay-East Norwich Chamber
of Commerce, OBMSA was able to offer discounted sponsorship rates to help
cover the cost of purchasing, installing, and maintaining 168 flower baskets. 110
sponsors from the community stepped up, fully funding us for the 2017 season!
Look for your invitation to get involved for the 2018 season this May!

End of the Season Benefit
Our fifth annual End of the Season Benefit on September 27, 2017 was held
once again at the beautiful Creek Beach Club overlooking the Long Island
Sound. A perfect setting to bring the summer to a close, attendees enjoyed
cocktails, sushi and other passed hors d'oeuvers, while enjoying live music and
perusing the silent auction items.
Over 130 people attended the event and, with our most successful silent auction
yet, the organization brought in over $30,000 to support our intitiatives and
programs in the coming year. We hope you all will consider joining us again in
September - keep an eye out for our save the date!
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The Oyster Bay Main Street Association Presents... Our Community Events!
7th Season of Dancing in the Street
For the seventh year in a row, OBMSA brought music and dancing to the streets of
Oyster Bay! Every Friday in July, from 7-9 pm, we shut down the street in front of
Town Hall and hired DJs to entertain the crowd with music and dance lessons!
We are excited to announce that due to the hard work of our Promotion Chair,
Diane Meltzer, and thanks to the continued generous support of our sponsor BMW of Oyster Bay - we will be extending the 2018 season with two Fridays in
August (weather permitting)!
2018 Dancing in the Street Dates: July 6th, 13th, 20th and 27th
August 3rd & 10th

New York AutoFest Car Show
OBMSA partnered with New York AutoFest to bring a car show to the downtown
on Sunday, July 9, 2017. The show was well attended with about 60 cars taking part.
The event wound up being a great way for us to get our name out to a new group
of people, and we were extremely excited that we got to choose our own "pick of
the show."

Halloween Parade with Raynham Hall
For the second year, Raynham Hall organized a halloween parade in the downtown.
The parade, which was open to participants of all ages, once again attracted a large
crowd as ghostly puppets led the revelers through the downtown, ending in a small
gathering outside the Oyster Bay Railroad Museum Depot.
OBMSA joined in the fun again this year handing out glow-in-the-dark necklaces,
bracelets and temporary tattoos to all participants.

Holiday Ice Rink
For the second year, OBMSA hosted a skating rink for two days in coordination
with the Oyster Bay-East Norwich Chamber of Commerce's Christmas Tree
Lighting & Holiday Market.
Despite the snow, large crowds of residents and visitors came out to enjoy the rink.
Plans are already underway for next year's holiday weekend, and we look forward to
continuing this tradition in the downtown!
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Town Center Revitalization Plan: Phase II

Alongside our annual programming, OBMSA has also taken a new approach to our design projects – focused on
interconnected, smaller-scale renovations beginning in the epicenter of the downtown and working outwards.
We began the first part of our Town Center Revitalization Plan in 2015 with a full-scale renovation of Townsend Park. We
replaced the existing trees with vegetation that is more attractive, appropriately scaled and spaced for the location, and also
installed period lighting, benches, and repaired the brick walkway. The renovation completely transformed the park and
reestablished viable green space in the heart of the downtown.
Now we are starting the next phase of our plan, which will further expand green space and improve the aesthetic of the
downtown by opening up the grounds of the Oyster Bay Post Office for public use. Based off of an initial survey completed
by Bladykas & Panetta, a landscape design was created, pro-bono, by our board member and the owner of Main Street Nursery
of Huntington, Rich McKean, who will help oversee the project. The final design, pictured above, calls for:
• The removal of the existing hedges, clean up of the existing plantings, and removal of the chain link fence along the
walkway between the post office and Sweet Tomato;
• The creation of a welcoming lawn that is open to the street, decorated with flowering trees and planted beds as well as
a new irrigation system to assist with maintenance;
• The installation of new decorative post lights and uplights to highlight the architecture of the building and to create a
bright, safe, and inviting atmosphere; and
• The creation of a brick-paved seating area for residents and patrons to use for quiet relaxation and enjoyment.
We are scheduled to break ground on the project in the spring. Once completed, this renovation will breathe new life into the
downtown, and provide the momentum we need to continue our efforts to make Oyster Bay a more beautiful place to live,
work and conduct business. Continuing to radiate out, we are looking towards future projects that will focus on beautifying and
improving connectivity between Fireman’s Field, the waterfront, and the rest of the downtown.
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Seasonal Design Initiatives in the Downtown
Seasonal Decorations Downtown
Thanks to the generous support of our
members, OBMSA, once again, brought
vibrant color and charm to the streets of
Oyster Bay with our seasonal decorations.
Eighty-four street lamps line the streets of
the Hamlet and we make sure each one
receives two hanging baskets in the spring
and summer and two light-up wreaths
during the holiday season. In conjunction
with the holiday wreaths, for the past few
years, OBMSA has also purchased the
Christmas Tree and decorated the
bandstand for the season in the downtown.
We hope that you all will, once again,
consider sponsoring a hanging basket this
May and help us bring decorations to the
streets of downtown Oyster Bay all year
'round!

Addressing Garbage Issues Downtown
In response to community concerns, OBMSA continues
to advocate for appropriate solutions to the garbage
problems that face the downtown.
As part of our immediate response, we have funded, with
support from the OB-EN Chamber of Commerce, the
third season of our Clean Sweep Initiative, in which we
hire a part-time staffer to pick up the loose debris that
litters our sidewalks during our peak visitor season - May
through October.
This, however, is not a long-term fix to the problem. To
get at the crux of the problem, OBMSA has been
coordinating with our community partners at the Oyster
Bay Civic Association and the Chamber to work with the
Town of Oyster Bay to educate landlords and tenants on
the Town Code and then to encourage adherence with
summonses and fines as appropriate.
We are also advocating for the replacement of the old,
beat up trash cans with new Big Belly Solar Compactors
that have seen wild success in similar towns.
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!

OBMSA Facade & Sign Grant
In September, we started our sixth cycle of funding for our Facade and Sign Grant program. Open to all business members
of OBMSA, the grant encourages appropriate signage and facade improvements throughout the downtown. All approved
applicants are eligible for a 75% reimbursement on their costs up to $2,000 for facade-or-sign projects and up to $3,000 for
facad-and-sign applicants.
Since first starting the grant in 2013, we have assisted over 30 businesses in the downtown, disbursing $48,500 of grant
funds and leveraging an additional private investment of over $56,000 into the downtown. We are proud of the role this
grant has played in not only encouraging building owners to invest in their properties, but also helping our new and existing
businesses to invest in themselves. We currently have $10,000 raised for our most recent cycle and, due to interest in the
grant, we are hoping to raise an additional $10,000 - we hope you will consider getting more involved and helping us reach
this goal!

A Selection of

Our 2017 Grant Recipients
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OBMSA Technical Assistance Offerings for Businesses
We offer assistance in opening a Business...
1. Help Finding a Location
A major decision for any business, whether they are first
opening or looking to expand, is choosing the right space.
Size, price, and location are all important factors that must
be taken into consideration.
In order to ease the search process, we keep a listing of
available spaces including links and contact information on
our website.
We are also able, in many circumstances, to provide
businesses with personal introductions to local building
owners and realtors.
2. Permitting Assistance

...as well as, operating a business.
3. Individualized Market Data
We provide essential market and demographic data
to new and existing businesses to support
development with reliable data that accurately
portrays the market. Allowing people to make
smart decisions for their business and encourage
growth in the economy.
Consumer Spending Category
Apparel & Services Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Computer Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Entertainment & Recreation Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Food at Home Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Food away from Home Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Health Care Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Home* Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Household Furnishings and Equipment Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Household Operations Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Insurance Total $
Average Spent
Spending Potential Index
Transportation Total $

Travel Total $

Oyster Bay
3 Mile Radius
5 Mile Radius
$8,327,028.00
$40,453,566.00
$126,663,568.00
$3,405.74
$4,665.92
$4,842.81
158
216
224
$817,326.00
$3,961,122.00
$12,417,959.00
$639.10
$416.38
$474.78
160
217
225
$11,874,389.00
$58,358,655.00
$182,790,211.00
$4,856.60
$6,731.10
$6,988.73
156
216
224
$18,368,041.00
$86,052,664.00
$270,273,987.00
$7,512.00
$9,925.34
$10,333.55
149
197
205
$12,286,993.00
$59,321,914.00
$186,359,113.00
$5,025.36
$6,842.20
$7,125.18
151
205
214
$2,161,626.00
$10,528,595.00
$33,173,045.00
$886.56
$1,223.37
$1,268.33
147
283
211
$63,939,462.00 $326,420,779.00 $1,015,165,848.00
$25,507.32
$37,649.42
$38,813.46
162
217
237
$4,506,757.00
$22,466,151.00
$70,661,880.00
$1,843.25
$2,591.25
$2,701.65
158
220
229
$6,323,601.00
$31,106,067.00
$97,282,917.00
$2,586.35
$3,587.78
$3,719.48
157
215
223
$21,746,603.00 $106,542,511.00
$333,403,687.00
$8,894.32
$12,288.64
$12,747.24
156
220
228
$20,776,019.00 $100,782,317.00
$316,879,339.00
$8,497.34
$11,624.27
$12,115.44
142
194
202
$6,583,117.00
$33,560,740.00
$104,705,503.00
$2,692.49
$3,870.90
$4,003.27
171
247
256

*Includes mortgage payment and basics, maintenance and remodeling services & materials, utilities, fuel
and public services

It is crucial for a small business to get up and running as
quickly as possible once a lease is signed and rent becomes
a factor. Prior to signing the lease or final deed we
encourage all business and building owners to contact us.
OBMSA leverages its positive relationship with the TOB
Building Department to set up one-on-one consultations.
Outcomes from these meetings include:
- Clarifying the permit process for the proposed use
of the space
- Identifying possible variances needed, cutting down
on hurdles and unexpected expenses
-Providing a timeline for the process

4. Business Workshops
Members of OBMSA also have the opportunity for
one-on-one consultations with experts from the
Small Business Administration, covering a range of
topics specific to their individual businesses, such as
financial planning, business plans, expansion plans,
etc.

49 Audrey Avenue: From Vacant to Vibrant
(Continued from p. 1)
From there, the two parties were able to work out an agreement and Southdown
Coffee was slated to open upon completion of construction.
As the project moved forward into the construction phase, OBMSA continued to
offer support through the permitting process, helping to set up meetings with the
Town of Oyster Bay Building Departmentto clarify the process and answer the
owner’s questions as they arose.
Finally, once construction was set to begin, an application was submitted through our
privately funded Facade and Sign Grant program to assist in the cost of the exterior
renovation. After being approved, the work began, including among other things: the
extensive repair of the existing stucco; the cleaning and repointing of the existing
brick veneer; and the replacement of broken and rotted out windows.
With the renovation complete, the building is completely transformed bringing much
needed life back to the heart of the downtown!
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Thank you to our Fiscal Year 2017 Contributors!
Founding Contributor

The Bahnik Foundation
Dolan Family Foundation
Frederic R. Coudert Foundation
Hunt & Betsy Lawrence
Abby & George O'Neill
Oyster Bay Community Foundation

Commodore

BMW of Oyster Bay
Constance Cincotta
Henry & Harriet Clark
Kevin & Barbara Curry
Cozy Townsend, LLC
Mario & Kelly Gallo
Todd & Sandra Graham
Charles & Sarah Morgan
Hamid Nazif
OB-EN Chamber of Commerce
Vito & Alexis Pagano
Michael & Claudia Taglich
Bradford Weekes

Skipper

John & Yvonne Cifarelli
Eric Coolbaugh
Cynthia Coudert
Dodds & Eder Home
Joseph & Mary Donohue
Nishat & Franciska Doshi
N.P. Durr
Engel & Völkers of Locust Valley
Lillian Evans-Soricillo
Diane Fagiola
David & Christine Ford
Joseph & Ann Gallo
Steven Gilroy
Edwin & Lorna Goodman
Willow Goodwin
Grace Haggerty
Ton & Peggy Heijmen
Ivy Hill Acquisitions, LLC
Jacob & Meghan Knoll
Eric & Sandra Krasnoff
Robert & Teresa Lindsay
Frank Lizza
Thomas Maus
Jane Byrd & Ian McCurdy
Willets & Christina Meyer
Trevor & Jenn Meyer
Nikkei of Peru
Oyster Bay Brewing Company
Kyle & Ewai Piechucki
Kathy Prinz
Dawn Riley
Robert & Maryann Santos
Bruce & Lauren Schadler
Enrique & Robin Senior
Thomas & Margaret Stacey
Peter Tilles
Pat & Lynn Tone
Caleigh & Kingsley Toye
Alex & Megan Urdea
Steve Vaccarro
Peter Van Der Mije
Wild Honey
Wonderland Tree Care, Inc.
Donald & Susan Zoeller
Thomas & Kathryn Zoller

Claude & Marie Bahnik
Harry & Joann Braunstein
Carmine Capobianco
Linda Cassola
Debra Del Vecchio
Tracy Dellomo
Ronald & Louise DeVito
Timothy & Gina DiPietro
Forest Iron Works of Locust Valley
Maxwell & Aileen Geddes
Bruce & Caryl Janvey
Dennis & Marta Kelly
Dr. Josh Kugler
Chris & Rebecca Lawton Flatters
Nicole Maus
Edward Mohlenhoff
Thomas Pulling
Rachel Dombrowsky & Paul Rosen
Linda Langsam & Len Rubin
Peter & Lisa Schiff
James & Laura Smiros
Herbert Smith
Helmsman
Brian Sweeney
James & Leslie Armstrong
The Moore Charitable Fund
Dr. Abby Aronowitz
Joseph Tymeck
Diana Collins & Townsend Weekes, Jr. Blackshaw Oschen, LLC
Philip & Jacqueline Blocklyn
Tactician
Blue Water Spa
2 Spring
Rosemary Bourne
Barbara Adelhardt
Elizabeth Brown
Diane Aerne
Rob Brusca
American Marketing Group
Tom & Joanne Buchta
Scott & Domenica Askeland
Judith C. Chapman
Jacqueline Augustine
Donna Chisholm
Ted & Rebecca Bahr
Coin Galleries of Oyster Bay
Theodore & Raissa Bakalis
Core Group Architects
John & Debra Bonifacio
Kenneth & Gretchen Corwen
John Bralower
Maria Czarniecki
Colette Buzzetta
Dan & Megan De Roulet

Mark Fox
Friends of the Bay
Alex & Rosemarie Gallego
Robert & Margaret Gartland
Samantha Hallman
Kevin Hardiman
Rebecca Hollander
Mark & Sealy Hopkinson
John Hubbard
Alex & Sara Hulse
Fredd & Marjorie Isaksen
Cornelia Jennings
Douglas & Emily Johnson
Marcy & Geoffrey Kaiser
Marc & Valerie Kamin
Dagmar Karppi
Kenneth & Grace Kelly
Laurie Kowalsky
Russell & Jane Launer
Richard & Anita MacDougall
Donald & Doreen MacKenzie
Darren Martin
Tina Mazzarella
Richard & Colleen McKean
Robert & Diane Meltzer
Kevin & Michele Mercier
Donnie & Natalia Messina
David Meyrowitz
William & Mary Miller
Cynthia Murray
Vesna Oelsner
Frank & Meredith Olt
Oyster Bay Civic Association
Oyster Bay Frame Shop
Oyster Bay Senior Campus
Judy Palumbo
Chuck & Carla Panetta
Peerpals
Bruny Perez
Susan Peterson
Stuyvesant & Virginia Pierrepont
Clayton Prugh
Paula Rand
Mary Ann Reardon
RMS Engineering
Rockefeller & Co.
Elizabeth Roosevelt
Jamie & Laura Rosenwald
Mimi Rosenwald
Patricia Sands
Joseph Savasta
Mark Schaier
Sealift, Inc,
Joan Shepard
John & Theresa Skvarla
Smith Jewelers
John & Marcella Speece
Syosset Taxi, Inc.
Lindsay Thornton
David & Elizabeth Townsend
Stanley S. Trotman
John & Elena Urdea
Valcur International, Inc.

George Voumvorakis
Stephen & Anne Watters
Robert Zeller

Sailor

Kira Abribat
Ann Balderston-Glynn
John & Emma Bougiamas
William & Santa Burke
Sean & Jill Byrne
Valerie Canadeo
Mary Ellen Casey
CIBC Atlantic Trust
Lorraine Cohn
Charles & Judith Colwell
Susan Dembo
Annette Di Re
Laura Escobar
Frank M. Flowers & Sons, Inc
Joanne Gallo
Jared & Kate Gianatasio
Eric Goldstein
Marcia Grant
Ian Gumprecht
Fletcher & Alexandra Hall
John & Paula Hornbostel
John & Penelope Hoyt
Deana P. Huminski
Harold & Fran Johnson
Laura Kang
Michael & Mary Beth Kelly
Ty Knox
Mort Künstler
Richard LaMarca
Richard & Nancy Loughlin
Alicia Mazepa
James & Mary Ellen Meyerdierks
Stephen & Christine Mills
Glen Minkin
David & Lisa Natale
Colin O'Donnell
John & Kimberly O'Kane
Oyster Bay Drafting
Oyster Bay Travel
Oyster Bay Yoga
Dana Pagliara
John & Elaine Palmer
Lynda Petrillo
Rev. Jeffrey D. Prey
Ted & Madeline Pulling
Christopher Pulling
Jennifer Purpi
Verena Scheu
Daniel Searby
William & Susan Sheeline
Matthew & Judith Sonfield
Southdown Coffee
Michael & Roseann Squire
Frances Tria
Virginia Uhlinger
Russell & Avery Wasoleck
Richard & Paula Weir
Michael & Kathy Weiss
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Visit: www.OBMSA.org to easily become a member or renew today!

